Transcript for video on Downloading Love - Behind
Super: Downloading Love - Behind
Shun arrives home after work, and sees the note and soup his wife Jenny
prepared for him on the table.
(On the note: Darling, I have to work late tonight. Cold drinks aren't good for you. I
have prepared some soup for you in the vacuum flask. Drink it before going to
bed. Honey)
Shun finishes the soup and goes to bed.
The next night, Jenny has dinner with her family.
Jenny: Mum, have some tea.
Brother: Sis, Shun can’t come again, can he?
Jenny: No. He's meeting with a client today.
Brother: He's always meeting with clients. How come there are so many clients?
Tomorrow is your birthday. Is he going to see his clients again?
Mum: Come on. Please stop.
Jenny feels sad. At the same time Shun and his colleague Michael are having a
meeting in the office.
Michael: If you prefer another colour, try this purple.
Shun: Good. This is nice.
A notification rings on Shun's mobile phone.
Michael: Your wife's urging you home?
Shun: No. It's the notification from the app my wife downloaded for me.
The phone shows a food alert from GovHK Notifications.
Shun: Come on, let's wrap up quickly! We have to meet the client in Shenzhen
tomorrow morning. And I have to come back in time for dinner with my wife.
Michael: Got It.
After the meeting through the night, both Shun and Michael fall asleep in office.
The alarm clock rings, and Michael is woken up.
Michael: Wake up! Hurry up, it's already eight!

Shun and Michael dash off to hail a taxi by the roadside.
Michael: Please take us to the border.
Driver: Which border?
Michael: Oh no, it must be jam-packed at the borders. Which one should we go?
Shun gets a message from Jenny.
(Message from Jenny: Darling, don’t be late for your client meeting today. I've
downloaded a government app for you. Hope it helps.)
Shun clicks on the Immigration Department app Jenny downloaded for him and
checks the waiting status at all the land boundary control points. It shows that Lok
Ma Chau control point is less congested.
Shun: Please go to Lok Ma Chau.
On her way home, Jenny checks the messages on her phone.
(Message from Brother: Sis, happy birthday! Hope Shun doesn’t have to work
overtime tonight, and can celebrate your big day with you.)
Jenny is upset after reading the message.
Back home, Jenny sees a birthday cake with a note on the table.

Shun appears and comes close to her.
Shun: Honey, happy birthday!
Jenny: Thank you!
Shun and Jenny hug each other lovingly.
(On the note: Honey, thanks for your love and care all along. Happy birthday!
Hubby)
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